In the beautiful gardens of the Bacchus Hotel lie 5 new scenic log cabins bespoke
designed with comfort and space in mind combining a high spec design and finish.
The cabins are built from aged spruce and crafted to create an age old style with
the hint of elegance underneath.
Each cabin sleeps 4-6 people, has shower bathroom and open plan living/dining and
kitchen area. The fully functional kitchen comprises modern fittings and cooking
facilities. In the lounge area is a wall mounted colour TV. The cabins are perfect for
families and couples or friends holidaying in Sutton-on-Sea and nearby areas. The
Hotel has a large car park with CCTV surveillance. Disabled access is included.
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Being just a stone’s throw from the picturesque Blue Flag beach and with many
fantastic tourist destinations all around, it is always a great time to come and enjoy
the seaside
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*All Prices based on 2 Adults and 2 Children,
Price will increase by £100 for 4 Adults
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